Grant
Management

The ultimate end-to-end grant
management solution.
Streamline the
application process

Full visibility and
transparency

Track the entire grant
lifecycle in one
central hub

360 degree integration with
Project Management and
Contract Delivery modules

SurePact’s Grant Management System (GMS)
allows you to create a centralised hub of all
your grants, from application and eligibility
to submission. SurePact’s solution houses all
information related to your organisation’s grants in
one location, with a robust audit trail throughout its
entire lifecycle to support your portal submissions.
The unique 360-degree solution identifies and
rates risks at every stage of the process, allowing
grant recipients and funding bodies to collaborate

and communicate on one platform with full
accessibility and visibility.
SurePact’s Grant Management System, which
seamlessly integrates with SurePact’s Project
Management and Contract Delivery modules
and the software your organisation already uses,
saves time by streamlining and automating the
reporting process so your organisation can focus
on delivering projects and initiatives that benefit
the community.

“SurePact’s GMS empowers the Grant Team to do what they do best even better.
The GMS improves efficiency and probity and provides the organisation with a
360-degree link to the project and contract deliveries.”

DR SARAH PEARSON

DEPUTY DIRECTOR-GENERAL, DEPARTMENT OF TOURISM, INNOVATION AND SPORT

To transform the way your organisation manages risk and delivers on time, on
budget and within scope contact SurePact for a free demonstration today.

SUREPACT.COM PH: +61 414 492 882

Project
Management

Deliver projects on time, to
budget and with full compliance.
Track every delivery
related to a project
in one place
Mitigate project
risks before
they happen

Instantly report on
project progress with
real-time reporting
and built-in analytics

360 degree
integration of
full SurePact
suite of modules

Connect teams
of all sizes

Management is essential to the success of
any project. SurePact’s innovative solution
streamlines all project activities in one place,
from the initial concept and business case to
the tender stage and right through to close-out
and asset realisation.
SurePact’s Project Management software
provides a high-level overview of all the individual
deliveries that make up a project, with a strong
focus on transparency, visibility and accountability.

SurePact’s solution identifies all of the risks and
contingency requirements associated with a
project, with automated document creation, tasks
and notifications throughout the workflow.
Built-in analytics and real-time reporting
dashboards give project managers and their teams
the data they need to reduce risks and allocate the
right resources at the right times, driving efficiencies
in project coordination, cost management,
document management and field management.

“We have a range of major projects on SurePact. SurePact allows for the
communication, flow and progress of these projects to be accessible to all the
key people who need that information instantly. The transparency of SurePact
allows us to show the high standard of ethics and the quality risk analysis,
WH&S accountability and procurement documentation of what we do.”

SEAN NICHOLSON

ECONOMIC & COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT MANAGER
CHERBOURG ABORIGINAL SHIRE COUNCIL

To transform the way your organisation manages risk and delivers on time, on
budget and within scope contact SurePact for a free demonstration today.

SUREPACT.COM PH: +61 414 492 882

Contract
Delivery

Take control of your contract
delivery with SurePact.
Improve contract
delivery times

Reduce variations
Full visibility and
transparency with real-time
reporting and built-in analytics

Save on
procurement

Manage delivery gateways, identify and mitigate
risks and gain full transparency of all contract
deliveries with SurePact’s Contract Delivery solution.
With intelligent and customisable workflows,
SurePact’s Contract Delivery software helps your
organisation deliver on time and on budget by
identifying risks, eliminating CapEx and OpEx
overruns and ensuring compliance, transparency,
visibility and accountability.
By using built-in analytics and master variation
registers to track performance metrics, measure

actual spend against budget and calculate
funding and procurement savings, you can
eliminate scope, time and cost blowouts on
contract deliveries and improve overall business
processes and performance by identifying areas
for future improvement.
With SurePact, every contract you enter into is
assigned to a parent Project, giving you a highlevel overview of where your organisation is in the
delivery process at all times – all the way through
to closeout and asset realisation.

“SurePact’s risk management software is achieving great things. We’ve identified
immediate savings by managing and delivering our projects and contracts
smarter and with full visibility and transparency. Thank you, SurePact!”

SARAH WRIGGLESWORTH

FORMER DIRECTOR OF WORKS AND FACILITIES,
PALM ISLAND ABORIGINAL SHIRE COUNCIL.

Contact SurePact and take control of your contracts today.
SUREPACT.COM

PH: +61 414 492 882

Asset
management

Take control and optimise the
management of your assets with SurePact.
View all asset information
across your organisation

A single source of truth
for all asset data

Full transparency and visibility

360 degree integration
to the project and
contract delivery

Seamless integration with
existing enterprise software
and the SurePact suite

SurePact’s Asset Management Register makes it
simple to manage and optimise the performance
of your assets at every stage of their lifecycle, with
easy access to all asset information across your
organisation.
Users have access to an intelligent asset register
which is a central hub of asset data and provides
one source of truth. By presenting key asset
information in a clear, comprehendible manner

this register delivers the right information to the
right asset owner and access to the leadership
team in real-time.
This functionality is fully integrated with
SurePact’s Project Management, Contract
Delivery and Grant Management modules,
with assets from all closed-out contacts and
grants automatically transferred into the
Asset Management Register.

“SurePact’s software facilitates communication and ensures that everyone is
working off the same issues and solutions, in real-time, both back in the office
and in the field, saving time and shortening turnaround of issue resolution.”

MICHAEL GEOGHEGAN

DIRECTOR, NORTHERN CIVIL SOLUTIONS

Talk to a SurePact team member about a free
demonstration today.
SUREPACT.COM

PH: +61 414 492 882

Contractors

With SurePact, you can manage
contractors with confidence.
Full visibility across
every contractor

Mitigate risks before
they happen

Collaborative document
management

Real-time reporting and
built-in analytics

Your projects have thousands of moving parts –
and any one of them could derail your budget,
your delivery times, and at the very worst, your
compliance.
SurePact gives you full visibility across every
contractor and team member tasked with
delivering your projects and profits, so you can
see who is working on what at any given moment
and report project statuses instantly.
With SurePact’s Project Management and
Contract Delivery modules, you can document

and track every step in your project, ensuring
budgets are met, risks are managed quickly and
projects are delivered when they should be.
Tender out jobs fast, communicate and approve
variations with the right people instantly, and
feel the power of seeing and mitigating Capex
and Opex risks before they can derail your
project delivery.
SurePact is the perfect conduit for contractors
who rely on precision.

“What’s different about SurePact is that they are committed to help Councils,
especially remote Councils, and helping them overcome great challenges before
they occur.”

DANETTE McLEAN

PROJECT MANAGER, AURECON

To learn how SurePact can optimise your organisation’s
operations, contact us today.
SUREPACT.COM

PH: +61 414 492 882

Analytics

Dig deeper into the data that drives
all your organisations deliveries with
SurePact.
Full visibility of your projects,
contracts and grants

Generate
custom reports

Real-time reporting and
built-in analytics

Say goodbye to
spreadsheets

No matter if you are delivering big or small
programs, if you are geographically dispersed or
if you deliver internally or externally or both, you
need to be able to see the big picture.

identify and manage risks before they happen,
see your budgets clearer than ever and generate
business-defining data that can change the way
you operate.

With SurePact’s customisable dashboards
displaying in-depth data in real time, you can
ditch the spreadsheets and have instant access to
the information you need to make decisions
about procurement, resource allocation, team
deployment, safety infrastructure and more.

You’ll see every moving part with clarity, and put
every stakeholder – from procurement officers
and project managers through to C-suite level
executives – on the same page.

Document and track every step in your project,

SurePact’s clients have never had a better view of
their projects, contracts and grants, and the teams
and contractors who deliver them.

“Megan has identified operational and planning gaps applicable to our sector
from her executive-level experience working in Council. I am impressed with the
ease of application, level of engagement with my team and the 15% savings
realised within 8 months.”

LEON YEATMAN

CEO, YARRABAH ABORIGINAL SHIRE COUNCIL

Contact our team to learn how SurePact can deliver
for you today.
SUREPACT.COM

PH: +61 414 492 882

Integrated
offerings

SurePact extends beyond a
standalone SaaS solution.
Use SurePact in conjunction
with your existing systems

Minimise manual data
entry errors

Ensure synchronised data
across systems

Enable collective
business intelligence

System integration adds value to organisations
– but a poorly developed integration can add
hidden costs and outweigh the benefits of
implementing new software solutions.
SurePact’s extensible integration frameworks can
help customers ensure they realise these benefits,
with a fully serviceable Application Programming
Interface (API) that supports all application

features, and a federated Single Sign-On (SSO)
that delivers a seamless experience for users
based on their organisation’s sign-in process.
The SurePact framework supports connectors to
other systems that supply any type of interface, from
files to APIs. Data or API access can be enabled to
support clients preferring to integrate SurePact data
with in-house business intelligence software.

“Since the installation of the SurePact system, its variation register and approval
workflow processes, we have cut our timeframes down – in some cases, from
five weeks to one day!”

ANNE BOUNDY

TECHNICAL SERVICES OFFICER, AURUKUN SHIRE COUNCIL

Talk to a SurePact team member to learn how SurePact
can integrate with your systems today.
SUREPACT.COM

PH: +61 414 492 882

